**Key expert 1: Team leader**

Qualifications and skills

- Bachelor degree in one of these fields:
  - Engineering
  - Earth sciences
  - Business Administration
  - Economics
  - Occupational Health and Safety
- Excellent command of written and spoken English

**Key expert 2: Training expert**

Qualifications and skills

- Bachelor degree in one of the fields of earth science engineering departments (mining, geological, mine processing etc.), preferably mining engineering
- Excellent command of written and spoken English
- Full computer literacy
- Excellent knowledge on occupational health and safety management systems
- Post-graduate degree (master and/or PhD) in the fields of earth science engineering department (mining, geological, mine processing etc.) will be an asset

General professional experience

- Preferably 7 but a minimum of 5 years of professional working experience in the field of training including design and/or implementation of trainings

Specific professional experience

- Minimum of 5 years’ experience in underground mining
- Preferably 4 years but a minimum of 2 years of experience in OSH training in mining
- Minimum 3 years of experience in application of management systems will be an asset